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Systems

 What is systems?

 Examples
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Introduction

 System

 Examples of signals include :

 1 . A voltage signal: voltage across two points varying as a function of 

time.

2 . A force pattern: force varying as a function of 2-dimensional space.

3 . A photograph: color and intensity as a function of 2-dimensional space.

4 . A video signal: color and intensity as a function of 2-dimensional space 

and time.
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Systems: Examples

 Examples of systems include :

 1. An oscilloscope: takes in a voltage signal, outputs a 2-dimensional image 

characteristic of the voltage signal.

2. A computer monitor: inputs voltage pulses from the CPU and outputs a 

time varying display.

3 An accelerating mass : force as a function of time may be looked at as the 

input signal, and velocity as a function of time as the output signal.

4 A capacitance: terminal voltage signal may be looked at as the input, 

current signal as the output.
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Systems

 System

 Properties of System

 With memory or Without Memory

 Linear or Nonlinear

 Time invariant or Time variant

 Stable or Unstable

 Causal or Non-causal

 Invertible or Non invertible

LTI Sys
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#Refer to Chapter 1 of Oppenheim
Check uploaded Exercise sheets for more numerical

Linear & Time Invariance

 Linear                     

 Time Invariance
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Deductions!!
TRY, Understand Then USE

Linearity

 “+ Constant” is always a Non- Linear System

e.g. y(t) =x(t) +1

 If output of system is not zero for zero input, system in Non Linear.

y(t) =/ 0 for x(t) =0

 Shifting (delaying or advancing) is Linear operation

e.g. y(t) = x(t-1) or y(t) = x(t +1)

 Scaling (Compression or Expansion ) is _Linear/Non linear_ operation 

e.g. y(t) = x(2t) or y(t) =x(t/2)
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Deductions!!

TRY, Understand Then USE

Time Invariant

 Shifting (delaying or advancing) is ____??__________ 

e.g. y(t) = x(t-1) or y(t) = x(t +1)

 Scaling (Compression or Expansion ) is _________ 

e.g. y(t) = x(2t) or y(t) =x(t/2)

 Any value or function of “time” present outside the argument 

of input x( .) is ALWAYS Time Invariant system 

e.g. y(t) = tx(t) 

= x(t)exp(-t) 

= x(t) + u(t) 

= x(t)+t  Nikesh Bajaj8

Stability & Causality

 Stable & Unstable

 Causal & Non Causal
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Deductions!!

TRY, Understand Then USE

Causality

 Shifting (delaying) is _________________ 

e.g. y(t) = x(t-1) or y(t) = x(t +1)

 shifting (advancing) is _________________ 

e.g. y(t) = x(t-1) or y(t) = x(t +1)

 Scaling (Compression)is ____________ 

e.g. y(t) = x(2t) or y(t) =x(t/2)

 Scaling (Expansion ) is ____________ 

e.g. y(t) = x(2t) or y(t) =x(t/2)
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MAKE Your Own Deductions!!

 Think in similar way and see If you can 

make your own deductions

 Let me know your deductions and Let’s 

share all these to others

 You can share your deductions on Our 

Discussion Forum or mail me, or discuss in 

class
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Signals & Systems

 Convolution
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Convolution

 x=[1  2  3  2]

 h =[4  5  -1 ]

 Perform

 Linear convolution

 Circular convolution
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